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1.1 Purpose

To understand the experiences and ambitions of 
young people at Trinity Academy.

1.2 Outcomes 
 
To capture and describe young people’s priorities 
for the future of Trinity Academy.

              

In order to create a masterplan for Trinity 
Academy, City of Edinburgh Council are 
progressing with a number of stakeholder 
engagements to help determine the strategic brief 
for the investment. The masterplan will consider 
future options for the school, links with the cluster 
primary schools and wider community service 
needs before determining the mix of facilities to 
be provided.

A workshop was held on 21st Sept 2018 which 
brought together schools in the cluster, teachers 
from Trinity Academy, parent councils, community 
groups, officers from CEC and members of the 
project team for Trinity Academy. One of the 
priority outcomes from this workshop was the 
need to consult with both teachers and pupils 
at Trinity Academy on learning and teaching 
needs. These took place on 29th Oct 2018 
and this report is a summary of the Pupils’ 
Workshop. 

Architecture & Design Scotland, a non-
departmental public body of Scottish Government, 
has been invited by City of Edinburgh Council 
to facilitate conversations with learners, staff 
and community stakeholders to help explore 
opportunities and determine priorities for Trinity 
Academy.

www.ads.org.uk

1.0   Introduction
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2.0   What are the key issues for learners of the    
  current school from your point of view?

Social
Not enough social space for free 
periods and group meetings

Need variety of social spaces

Too many people sitting on the floor

Dinner hall is crowded, loud, 
claustrophobic, hot & not enough seats

Nowhere to hang out when it’s raining 
and cold

General 
Looks and feels outdated

Corridors and stairs are too cramped

Bad ventilation - need enviromental 
controls

Need more windows/more natural light

Lack of furniture

When you come into the school there 
should be a big lobby space

Places people don’t go - some space just 
isn’t being used

Spaces are underused and aren’t 
maximised

Need more toilets higher up the school 
- more water fountains as well

Strange layout

It’s embarrassing to talk about to 
others

Depressing atmosphere

Doesn’t feel like it’s built for purpose

Broken pool taking up space

Lack of doors leading outside

Changing rooms smell bad

Arrival is busy, hot, stuffy and 
annoying

Outside
No real ‘nice’ outside space

Outside space shouldn’t be all concrete

Not enough green ouside space

Learning
Group relevant subjects together 
- break down into different 
‘neighbourhoods’

Classrooms too small area wise - but 
ceilings are too high

Need variety of learning spaces - so its 
not all the same classroom

More interesting spaces required - feels 
very enclosed and narrow

More IT facilities

It doesn’t make you want to learn

Classrooms are dark

At the start of the workshop the pupils were 
asked ‘what are the key issues for learners of the 
current school from your point of view?’ They 
were asked to put their thoughts down on post-its 
and then discuss their thoughts as a group. The 
results of their responses are summarised below:
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• moving around

• social spaces

• light

• corridors

• dining

• outdated

• heating/control

KEY ISSUES

• arrive, big hall, big 
space

• spaces underused 
- places people 
don’t go

• layout for 21st 
century

• group relevant 
subjects together

SOLUTIONS?

Flipchart Diagram Summary:
This flipchart diagram prepared at the workshop summarises the discussion on key issues (in blue). The 
right hand side column (in green) represents possible solutions to address the key issues.
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Sample of pupils’ ideas about the school as a person
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3.0  Imagine the school is a person, what type of   
  person is it?

The pupils were asked to imagine the school was 
a person rather than a building, and asked to 
describe and draw it’s personality. Their responses 
are summarised below and overleaf:

chaotic

stressed out

aggressive

awkward

has issues

unmotivated

pressured

falling apart

frantic exhausted

depressed

overwhelmed

disorganised

bored

confused

grumpy

fed up grotty

old

lived a life
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Sample of pupils’ ideas about the school as a person
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3.1  How does the building make you feel?

The pupils were asked to describe how the 
building makes them feel. Their responses are 
summarised here:

Unmotivated

Stressed

Daft

Pressured

Occasionally indifferent

Uncomfortable

Sad

Unwelcome

Claustrophobic

Intimidated

Frustrated

Overwhelmed

3.2  What is the one good thing about how the    
  building makes you feel?

The pupils were then asked to highlight one good 
thing they liked about the school and how it made 
them feel. Their responses are summarised here:

Unique

Approachable

Relatable

Relaxed

Prepares you for adult life

Understanding

Historical

Homely

Legacy that matters

Pride (that it’s still standing)

Energetic

Warm ambience
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Outside
Big outside spaces that are enclosed - 
feel pleasant to be in

Don’t bother with a swimming 
pool, however outside P.E space is 
ESSENTIAL

More open spaces - indoor and outdoor

Learning
Make the school more connected - 
more time to learn

More engaging and personalised 
teaching methods

Invite pride - easier to be more focused

Interesting spaces to learn in

Calm spaces/calming environment

Large and comfortable library for study 
space to help education

Need bigger guidance department - 
more rooms for pupils needing time 
alone ‘quiet/safe spaces’

More quiet spaces to study and relax

Need multi-purpose rooms

Quieter, more tranquility so we can 
focus on tasks in slience
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4.0   What would help your learning here?

Social
Good social spaces

Good library - a nice space for people to 
study and spend break and lunch

There needs to be more social spaces, 
as the only comfortable seating is the 
library where no-one can eat or talk - 
need an open space with nice seating 
for between classes

Social spaces - helpful for learning 
because pupils will learn better if they 
feel welcome and comfortable in the 
school

After school activities to give us stress 
relief

Building 
‘doesn’t need to be fancy, just needs to 
work!’

Layout is clearer

Making sure spaces are fit for purpose

Wide corridors with nice materials

All quite simple - nothing too 
complicated

Make circulation much better

Connected spaces

Toilets need privacy - not too public

A layout for the 21st Century, not the 
19th

Modern simplistic design - easier 
accessibility

Bigger, more comfortable dining hall - 
maybe nicer seating etc.

Moving around better would make us 
feel less rushed and ready for the next 
lesson

Bigger gym hall and stage

Children who grew up in a modern 
technology filled era will feel more 
comfortable in a modern building

Making sure spaces are fit for purpose

Wider stairs with  more windows

The pupils were asked ‘what’s the one thing that 
would help your learning here?’ They were asked 
to put their thoughts down on post-its and then 
discuss their thoughts as a group. The results of 
their responses are summarised below:

Environment
Temperature control

Vibrant colours

Use of natural materials and light

Simple things done well

Natural light to feel more comfortable

More soundproofing

If the school is more organised it 
promotes us to be organised

Put toilets, water fountains and card 
machines on every floor

Make it more eco-friendly
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In their individual groups the pupils were given 
a large selection of precedent images from 
other education facilities across the UK. They 
were asked to select images that they felt would 
help to address the issues raised earlier in the 
workshop.

Once each group had selected their images 
they presented them to the other groups and 
discussed what they did and did not like.

All images selected have been included in the 
following pages:

5.0    Precedent Images

  What kind of place do we want to create?
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5.1    Precedent Images - LIKE!
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5.2    Precedent Images - DISLIKE!
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6.0   Review of existing school estate

The pupils were asked to review the existing 
school floor plans as well as the wider site area 
and highlight areas where they thought there 
were issues and areas where they thought there 
could be opportunities to address their key issues 
and concerns. Their comments are summarised 
below and copies of their marked up plans are 
included on the following pages:

Light please!

Get better insulated windows

Grass and places to sit outside

Outside a bit nasty - make it flora & 
fauna

Toilets need to be opened more

More common/social rooms

Exam halls are too central - disruptive

Some classrooms are boiling and are 
hard to work in

More storage rooms/ space for storage

Rooftop garden/sitting space

Have a whole wall of just windows

Wider corridors

Pool ain’t worth it! Re-purpose

If we do have pool, only for 
recreational use - not classes. 
Otherwise unnecessary

Floor to ceiling windows

One big classroom with shutters for 
moveable interior spaces

Glass/windows on ceiling to utilise 
light and help ventilation

Expand library and make it a more 
relaxed social space

Use PE hall for new purposes (social 
spaces and classrooms)

Social area between each floor 

Bunch subjects together

PE/Clubs in Park
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7.0    What happens next?

3. Empower

Empower learners to develop the culture of the 
new spaces and ways of working, co-designing 
values, expectations and ways of using space with 
teachers and peers.

This might build on the work of similar initiatives 
elsewhere such as;

http://rubble.heppell.net/media_forum/wesley_
spaces2.pdf

Drawing on the knowledge and reflections of  the 
pupils from the workshop, the following next 
steps are suggested:

1. Engage

Engage the students in shaping the 
communication of the future proposals for Trinity. 
This should be a collective project, linked to the 
curriculum to:

[a] engage the whole school community on 
key issues and needs to feed into the project 
development

[b] visualise what is happening and when

[c] establish a key student link to the project so 
all future communication by the project team 
include consistent student involvement

2. Explore

Explore the opportunity to develop ‘Try before You 
Buy’ experiences in the short and medium term, 
led by students, to test their ideas on improving 
spaces before and within the construction phases.

This could draw on the Inspiring Learning Spaces 
Toolkit;

www.ads.org.uk/inspiring-learning-spaces-toolkit/

and the Tests of Change approach;

www.ads.org.uk/repurposing-learning-space-
tests-of-change-information-resource/
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Bakehouse Close, 146 Canongate
Edinburgh EH8 8DD

The Lighthouse
Level 2, 11 Mitchell Lane,
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